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40 YEARS OF BUILDING EXCELLENCE
Founded in 1979 on the idea of developing innovative solutions and
streamlining the construction process, PARIC quickly grew from a small
construction company to an industry leader. Over 40 years later, PARIC has
become a nationally recognized construction firm that currently ranks as
Top 200 on ENR’s Top 400 national contractors list. As a premier general
contractor, construction manager, and design/builder, we leverage decades
of experience to provide our customers with innovative solutions that surpass
the capabilities of our competition.
At PARIC, we build our customers’ vision into a reality by integrating the latest

200
TOP

CONTRACTORS
in the Nation*

technologies and techniques. Providing a complete range of construction
services, we change our customers’ perception of what is possible.

*Ranking by Engineering News Record2018 Top National Contractors List

THE MODERN MASTER BUILDER
As The Modern Master Builder, our approach is focused on being innovative in all aspects of the project. We pledge
to deliver a final product that exceeds the expectations for safety, quality, and value. We know that we can bring
value to your project by delivering:

AN INDUSTRY-LEADING PRECONSTRUCTION APPROACH
The PARIC approach to preconstruction is focused on adding value as a business
partner. We want to work together using our collective skills and expertise to develop a
comprehensive project plan that addresses all facets of your project. We pride ourselves
on using the latest in virtual tools to identify and develop unique solutions that ultimately
have a positive impact to your bottom-line. Our preconstruction services include:
•

Managing the team as one - one team, one vision

•

Accurate, complete, detailed estimates

•

Timely cost savings options

•

Active bid solicitation/prequalification of subcontractors and suppliers

•

Real-time review of changes in design/costs
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AN EFFICIENT & TRANSPARENT CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
Utilizing virtual project management tools, we track and lead the project while keeping you informed at every step in the process. Our team of construction professionals
leverages decades of construction experience using the latest technology to ensure your
project is built safely, on schedule, and with the highest level of quality.

INNOVATION FOCUSED ON ADDING VALUE
We use technology to improve communication to our clients and our project team.
PARIC understands that helping clients make informed decisions is critical to the success
of a project. Through technology we improve the overall project by:
•

Evaluating building processes and materials to increase value to our clients

•

Communicating more effectively to streamline the building process

•

Delivering higher quality construction and maximizing building efficiency

•

Tracking and visualizing progress while verifying quality of installation

THOUGHT LEADERS WHO MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Recognized annually as one of the top workplaces in the area, we are constantly focused
on acquiring, evaluating, and training the best talent in the region. These people make
the difference in your project by utilizing the latest technology to bring unique solutions
based on extensive experience.

* Ranking by Building Design + Construction - 2018 Giants 300 Construction Report
** Ranking by Engineering News Record Midwest (ENR) - 2018 Top Contractors in Missouri List
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JOHN KNOX VILLAGE
THE MEADOWS
214,091 Sq. Ft.

4 Stories

$31.2 Million

SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITY
The Meadows, the second phase of
campus of John Knox Village, includes three
new three and four-story independent living
buildings with underground parking and a
new commons building. 112 apartments
were added with commons amenities
including a commercial kitchen with multiple
dining venues, a multi-purpose room, indoor
pool, fitness center, and a media room.

JOHN KNOX VILLAGE | THE MEADOWS

construction completed by PARIC on the

paric.com

STRATFORD AT WESTCLAY
337,000 Sq. Ft.

4 Stories

$42.3 Million

SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITY
PARIC served as construction manager on the
$42 million high-end senior living project. The
site for the Village of WestClay is an 8.6-acre site.
The Village of WestClay is comprised of a total of
400 rooms and 172 apartments, serving a variety
of continuing care needs, which include both
assisted and independent living. In addition, the
development offers 45 licensed assisted living
apartments and 20 licensed skilled nursing beds.
Also included are 40 detached bungalow units,
which were constructed to provide homes for
independent living. On-site amenities include an
indoor pool, library, salon, spa and a full dining
and kitchen facility, two large interior courtyard
areas, an underground pan deck parking, painted
brick, and high-end wood finishes in the common

STRATFORD AT WESTCLAY

areas.
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THE KENWOOD BY SENIOR STAR
515,000 Sq. Ft.

18 Stories

$75 Million

SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITY
Set on almost 20 acres, The Kenwood by Senior
Star consists of an 18-story independent living
facility with a three-story skilled nursing wing, a
lower level parking garage, and 24 independent
quadplex-type cottages. This 515,000 sq.
ft. building includes 216 independent living
apartments, 26 assisted living units, 12 skilled
Amenities include a multi-purpose dining area,
bar and grill, private dining room, salon, theater,
library, game room, indoor pool and fitness
center.

THE KENWOOD BY SENIOR STAR

nursing units, and 12 memory care units.
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VILLAGE SHALOM
225,000 Sq. Ft.

3 Stories

$42.3 Million

CAMPUS REPOSITIONING
Construction is underway of the 225,000
sq. ft. expansion and repositioning on the
campus of Village Shalom. Plans include 71
independent living apartments, 48 memory
care units, a short-term rehabilitation and
therapy area, and a “main street.” The main
street will include a dining venue, a theater, a

VILLAGE SHALOM

day spa, and a bar/bistro.
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FRIENDSHIP VILLAGE
SUNSET HILLS
289,400 Sq. Ft.

5 Stories

$82 Million

SENIOR LIVING CAMPUS EXPANSION
PARIC is in the process of expanding several
facilities on Friendship Village’s 52-acre campus.
15 memory care units, a new chapel, and two
courtyards will be added to the Fountainview
Assisted Living facility, complete with a kitchen
expansion.
A new five-story, 128,000 sq. ft. independent
living building with a garage will be constructed
on the campus with amenity space, a courtyard,
and a connection to the newly expanded

FRIENDSHIP VILLAGE

clubhouse.
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FRIENDSHIP VILLAGE
CHESTERFIELD
275,000 Sq. Ft.

4 Stories

$76.7 Million

SENIOR LIVING EXPANSION
After several tenant improvement projects
on Friendship Village’s 36-acre Chesterfield
campus, PARIC is embarking on a new 275,000
sq. ft. expansion to include new dynamic
spaces and amenities for residents. 52 new
independent living apartments will be added
to the Rockhurst Building, complete with
underground parking, patios and balconies, in
a variety of floor plans. 54 new units, including
15 memory care apartments, will be added
to Fountain View Assisted Living, and a new
Village Care Center will be built with 90 skilled
nursing beds and brand-new rehabilitation

FRIENDSHIP VILLAGE

areas.
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PRESBYTERIAN MANOR OF
WICHITA
243,288 Sq. Ft.

3 Stories

$36.78 Million

SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITY
The 243,288 sq. ft. repositioning of
Presbyterian Manor involved construction of
five areas. Demolition, site work, and building
construction were completed in two phases
to allow for the continued, uninterrupted
operation of the existing community. The first
wood frame 50-bed skilled nursing facility, a
two-story wood frame 48-unit assisted living
space with 24 memory care units, and a
22,820 sq. ft. commons building. The second
phase of construction included a three-story,
126,856 sq. ft. wood frame independent living
building with 90 units as well as a Wellness
Center. The Wellness Center houses an indoor
pool, fitness room, and locker rooms.

PRESBYTERIAN MANOR OF WICHITA

phase of construction included a one-story
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MERAMEC BLUFFS
750,000 Sq. Ft.

8 Stories

$121 Million

SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITY
The completed master plan was completed by
PARIC in four phases and includes 223
apartments, 25 patio homes, 56 assisted living
apartments, 20 memory care units, an 88-bed
skilled nursing facility, and additional parking.
This facility is one of the largest and most
comprehensive senior living communities in

MERAMEC BLUFFS

the greater metropolitan area.

CHOOSE PARIC FOR YOUR
NEXT PROJECT
We continue to redefine the construction experience through innovation, while we transform the
industry one build at a time.

TRANSFORMING COMMUNITIES THROUGH INNOVATIVE BUILDING SOLUTIONS

INNOVATE
Our advanced use of BIM continues to revolutionize our clients’ expectations
while mitigating risk through a thorough preconstruction process.

BUILD
At PARIC, we are committed to providing excellence in every experience
we encounter. Backed by the latest in construction technology, a skilled
workforce, and company values rooted in honesty and transparency, we will
deliver a quality build with every project.

TRANSFORM
We understand that with every project we take on, we impact the
community around us. That’s why we surround ourselves with the best in
the industry and ensure we consider diversity and inclusion as well as an
investment in our own people and the community around us.

Todd Goodrich
Vice President
Email: TMGoodrich@paric.com
Phone: 636-561-9561
PARIC.COM

